Packet scheduling in a WCDMA system poses a new challenge due to its nature of variable bit rates and locationdependent, time-varying channel conditions. In this work, two new downlink scheduling algorithms for a WCDMA base station are proposed to support multimedia transmissions. With a credit management and a compensation mechanism, our algorithms provide rate guarantee and fair access to the channel. In particular, we propose to allow a user to simultaneously use multiple OVSF codes in a time-sharing manner. Using multiple codes allows us to compensate those users suffering from communication interferences or even errors. Simulation results are presented to verify that the proposed schemes do achieve higher bandwidth utilization while keeping transmission delay low.
INTRODUCTION
The third-generation (3G) wireless standards [1] will be based on the WCDMA technologies and can flexibly support mixed-and variable-rate services. This paper considers the bandwidth allocation problem. In the literature, solutions to this problem can be classified depending on the following two factors: [2, 8, 9, 11] [7] multi-code [5, 6, 10 ] ours
• single-code/multi-code: whether a user can simultaneously utilize multiple OVSF codes or not.
• dedicated/shared: whether a code can be time-shared by multiple users or not.
In Table 1 , we categorize existing solutions and the solutions proposed in this paper based on such classification. The OVSF code assignment strategy, though playing an important role in system performance, is not explicitly addressed in the current 3G WCDMA standard. Most works in the literature [2, 8, 9, 11] fall into the dedicated, singlecode class. One OVSF code is exclusively assigned to one client until the call is terminated or reallocated. Intelligently assigning codes to calls can reduce the code blocking problem [9] . When a code tree is used for long, it is possible that the tree may become too fragmented, due to calls arriving and leaving the system. Code replacement can be conducted to improve bandwidth utilization. Solutions [5, 6, 10] allow a user to occupy multiple but dedicated OVSF codes. Such solutions are more flexible, and thus can reduce the code blocking problem.
Allowing code sharing means that we need to decide "which code can be used by which user at what time." So a solution should comprise a code assignment strategy and a scheduling scheme. Recently, a credit-based scheduling scheme [7] , which belongs to the single-code, shared category, is proposed. Each user is assigned a leaf code and the scheduling algorithm would allow a user to utilize any ancestor code of its assigned code. This scheme fails to consider the possible higher bit error rate (BER) that is caused by using a lower spreading factor.
In this paper, we propose two new credit-based bandwidth allocation schemes that allow a user to utilize multiple timeshared codes. The schemes can provide fair and average data rate guarantee accesses. Further, our algorithms work in a multi-link-state environment, in the sense that they can adapt to various channel conditions with different bit-error C1,1   C2,1   SF=1   SF=2   SF=4   SF=8   C4,2  C4,3  C4,4  C4,1   C8,1  C8,5  C8,6  C8,7  C8,8  C8,2  C8,3  C8, rates. Simulation results show that the proposed schemes can achieve higher bandwidth utilization and keep average delay low.
SYSTEM MODEL
The OVSF codes are used as the channelization codes in WCDMA. The possible OVSF codes can be represented by a code tree as shown in Fig. 1 . Each OVSF code is denoted as C SF,k , where SF is the spreading factor and k is the branch number, 1 ≤ k ≤ SF. Leaf codes have the minimum data rate, which is denoted by 1R b . The data rate is doubled whenever we go one level up the tree. Fig. 1 Since the quality of a wireless link is both time-and location-dependent, we assume that its capacity follows a multi-state model. Specifically, a wireless link's symbol error rate is inversely proportional to its received signal strength, which is given by
= SN R×SF , where E b is the energy per bit, N0 is two times the power spectral density of additive white Gaussian noise, SN R is the signal-to-noise ratio, and SF is the spreading factor. To achieve a target E b /N0, one can either increase SN R through power control or increase the SF . When the transmission power is up to a limit, increasing SF is the only way to reduce bit error rate. In this work, we assume that there is a global target BER for all users. As a result, at any moment, there is always a maximum data rate (and thus minimal spreading factor) for each user. In such an environment, the scheduling problem is still an open question [3] . Most existing scheduling strategies consider a simple two-state channel model where a channel can be either good or bad, receiving full or none capacity, respectively. This paper considers the bandwidth allocation problem for a base station in the downlink direction. Each user i, when entering the system, needs to specify its peak data rate p iRb and average data rate aiR b . Both pi and ai are powers of two and pi ≥ ai. The purpose of bandwidth allocation is to achieve high utilization while guaranteeing the average rate of individual users. We assume the shared, multi-code model, where a user can simultaneously use up to Nmax codes. This model has several advantages: (1) when a user suffers severe interference, we can increase the spreading factor to improve reliability but maintain the promised data rate by using multiple codes, and (2) when a user suffers temporary degradation, compensation can be made up to it by using multiple codes to guarantee fairness.
DYNAMIC BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION STRATEGIES
Our solutions consist of three parts: code assignment, credit management, and packet scheduling.
Code Assignment Part
This part decides which codes should be assigned to each user to satisfy his/her demand. We assume that there is an admission control mechanism such that a user is accepted only if the sum of average data rates over all users does not exceed the capacity of the code tree. A user can simultaneously use up to Nmax codes. Some of the codes may be temporarily assigned, but a user has at least one permanently assigned code, through which the user can be notified of the temporary codes. For each code k in the code tree, the base station maintains a variable (SC k ) (read as shared count) to keep track of the number of users who are currently sharing k, either partially or completely. Specifically, a user is said to share code k if the user is using code k, a descendant code of k, or an ancestor code of k. For example, in Fig. 1 , the number in each node is the corresponding code's shared count.
Scheme 1: Multiple Fixed Codes
In this scheme, we allocate Nmax fixed codes, each of rate piR b , to user i. Normally, only one code is sufficient. The additional codes can be used for interference reduction or bandwidth compensation. This will be further elaborated in Section 3.3.
Given user i's request, the scheme sequentially picks Nmax codes. To allocate each code, the following rules are applied:
1. Scan all codes in the code tree with rate piR b . Pick the one(s) with the least shared count. If there is only one candidate, assign this code to user i. Otherwise, go to step 2.
2. If the shared counts of these candidate codes are 0s, we follow the crowded-first rule [7] to do the allocation. Specifically, if x and y are two codes such that SCx = SCy = 0, we compare x's and y's parent codes. The one with a larger SC is selected. If they tie again, we further compare their parents. This is repeated until the tie breaks. One special case is that x's and y's parents could be the same code. If so, we simply select the one on the left-hand side.
3. If the shared counts of the candidate codes are nonzero, we follow the fairness rule. Specifically, if x and y are two codes such that SCx = SCy = 0, we compare x's and y's parent codes similar to the recursive procedure in step 2. However, we select the code with a smaller shared count, instead of a larger one.
Intuitively, when there are still free codes, we try to place users' requests in the code tree as compact as possible (this is what suggested in [9] ). Otherwise, some degree of sharing among users is necessary, and we try to assign codes as fairly as possible.
Scheme 2: Single Fixed Code with Multiple Dynamic Codes
In contrast to the previous scheme, this scheme only assigns one fixed code to each user. The other Nmax − 1 codes are all assigned in a dynamic manner. Specifically, the OVSF code tree is partitioned into two areas: partially shared area and fully shared area. Given a user requesting a rate piR b , it is assigned a code of rate piR b in the partially shared area. The assignment follows the same rule in the previous scheme except that only the partially shared area is assignable. The remaining N max − 1 codes will be assigned to the fully shared area, but the assignment will not be done in this stage and will be decided at the scheduling stage.
Credit Management Part
We employ a credit management mechanism to dynamically allocate bandwidths to users. The goal is to achieve fair access and rate guarantee. The base station maintains a credit Ci for each user i. Initially, Ci = 0. After every 10 ms frame time, ai credits, i.e., user i's average rate, are granted to user i and added to Ci. However, for every code of rate 2 k R b that is consumed by user i, 2 k credits are paid by decreasing 2 k from Ci. Hence, as a user's perceived data rate is below its average rate, its credits can be accumulated for later use. The value of Ci can also be negative, if the user is over-served (which happens, for example, if other users under-use their capacities due to poor channel condition). Long-term fairness and rate guarantee are provided if the base station honors all users' credits.
Packet Scheduling Part
The scheduling algorithm is executed once every 10 ms (frame length). It examines all users with backlog data at the base station, and determines which users can be served by which codes.
Scheduling for Scheme 1
To facilitate the scheduling scheme, we introduce the term normalized credit of user i, which is defined to be the ratio Ci/ai. The normalized credit represents the amount of services a user i should receive relative to his/her average rate ai. A user with the greatest normalized credit, instead of credit, should be scheduled first. The scheduling algorithm for scheme 1 has six steps.
1. Sort all users according to their normalized credits.
2. Pick the user, say i, with the greatest normalized credit such that user i has backlog packets and at least one of user i's codes is free. If there is no such user, the procedure terminates.
3. Let Mi be the maximum bit rate for user i such that the BER is satisfied (this can be obtained by monitoring the channel condition).
4. Let Ti = min{Mi, pi}, which representes the feasible transmission rate considering user i's channel quality. We search all free codes of user i. If there exists at least one free code, we allocate the leftmost one for user i. Otherwise, we go one level down by searching all descendant codes (of rate
If there exist at least one free code, we allocate the leftmost one for user i. Otherwise, we repeat the same procedure and search the descendant codes of rates
, · · · , etc.
For the code allocated in STEP 4, we decrease user i's
credit Ci by the corresponding amount.
6. Go back to STEP 2.
Scheduling for Scheme 2
The scheduling algorithm is similar to the previous case. The difference lies on how a user's codes are used. All steps are the same as the previous case, except step 4, which is described below.
4'. If this is the first time user i is selected in this frame, go to (a). Otherwise, go to (b).
(a). Let T i = min{Mi, pi}. We search the single fixed code of user i. We allocate it to user i if it is free. Otherwise, we go one level down by searching all descendant codes (of rate
If there exists at least one free code, we allocate the leftmost one to user i. Otherwise, we repeat the same procedure and search the descendant codes of rates
, · · · , etc. If we can't find a free code, user i is skipped for further scheduling in the current time frame. (b). Allocate a free code at the fully shared area (this is similar to case (a), but we have more freedom because any free code can be allocated).
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have implemented a simulator to evaluate the performance of the proposed strategies. The max SF is set to 256 and Nmax is set to two. Calls are generated into the system with a peak rate uniformly distributed between 4R b and 32R b and an average rate equal to one fourth of the peak rate (i.e., ai = 1 4 pi). Packet arrival of each connection follows a 2-state Markov model. A connection can transit between an idle state or an active state. No packet is generated during the idle state, while P packets per 10 ms are generated during the active state, where P is uniformly distributed between 2ai and 4ai. A state transition can be made every 10 ms, with probabilities of 1/3 and 2/3 from idle to active and from active to idle, respectively. In scheme 2, the first three quarters of the code tree is the partially shared area, and the last quarter is the fully shared area.
Using the QPSK modulation for downlink transmission, we model the symbol error probability by
Intuitively, the transmission rate is inversely proportional to the SF being applied. A lower SF has a higher transmission rate but the potential penalty, according to Eq.(1), is a higher PE. To achieve a better throughput, we should choose the smallest SF that meets the required PE. A scheme without considering channel condition, such as [7] (denoted by KM S below), is impractical because it may choose an improper SF and thus suffer from severe performance degradation. We assume a Rayleigh fading channel, so SNR is modeled by an exponential random variable X with mean γ, i.e., the pdf of X is f (X) =
To further motivate our work, we first experiment on the KM S scheme by varying γ and evaluating the unsatisfactory transmission, which is defined to be the percentage of frames that experience a symbol error rate PE exceeding the threshold 10 −5 . As expected, KM S performs highly depending on the channel condition. At low γ, a lot of packets may experience failures. For example, when γ = 1 and the system is 90% loaded, the failure rate is as high as 45%. So the scheme is not channel-sensitive. To keep the failure rate low, say under 5%, γ should be maintained 25 or higher. The details are in [4] .
Next, we evaluate the impact of code assignment strategies. We evaluate three metrics: code utilization and effective code utilization. Code utilization is the average capacity of the code tree that is actually used for transmission. However, considering those transmissions experiencing failure, effective code utilization counts only those successfully transmitted bits. Fig. 2 shows the code utilization and effective code utilization at various traffic loads. For code utilization, the KM S scheme performs the best. Unfortunately, after taking failure transmissions into account, effective code utilization of KM S scheme reduces significantly when γ = 1. For example, when the code tree is 90% fully loaded, KM S's effective utilization reduces to around 78%, while our schemes can still maintain an effective utilization at around 88%. Only when the channel condition is extremely good (such as γ = 25), can KM S's effective code utilization be maintained high. Note that our schemes have considered channel condition. So the code utilization and effective code utilization are almost the same. Also note that code assignment strategies start to make impact on utilization as the traffic loads reaches a certain level (such as 50%). For example, when γ = 1 and the code tree is about 60% loaded, the effective utilizations are 56.3%, 59.4%, 59.4%, 57.9%, and 31.1% for the listed five strategies, respectively. This justifies the usefulness of the proposed schemes when the system is heavily loaded.
CONCLUSIONS
Existing mechanisms supporting multimedia traffic either do not consider channel condition or fail to address the exact code position in the code tree, which may result in inefficiency in resource utilization. In this paper, we have proposed two algorithms to provide fair and rate guaranteed service for multimedia traffic in a WCDMA system. Simulation results show that scheme 2 works well. Therefore users' QoS requirements can be better satisfied and the scarce wireless bandwidth can be more efficiently utilized.
